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WELCOME
Dear neonates of the Tasmanian medical
student community,

I am excited to introduce you to the Tasmanian University Medical Students’ Society (TUMSS), which
you will soon learn to be the listening ear for your voice, a helping hand for your academic journey
and a door-opener for your social life. Throughout the year TUMSS hosts a huge range of academic
and social events to cater for all. Make sure to read the sections by Mrunmayee your Academic
Vice-President, as well as Josh and Fini your Social Vice-Presidents to see what is in store for 2016.

Congratulations on making it into course and
welcome to the start of the end of your life
med school!! You are currently reading the first
year survival guide, arguably your best friend
and new bible for the next few months. With
everything you need to navigate through your
first year of medicine, it’s seriously worth its
weight in gold*! So make sure to read it all!!
My name is Olivia Chung, and I am your TUMSS
Welfare Officer for 2016. My job in conjunction
with TUMSS is to make you feel at home as
much as possible - whether you’re from Tassie,
interstate or overseas. Medical school is a
journey unlike anything else you’ve experienced
before, and we’re here to help you make the
most of it! In terms of my role...
• Do you need a shoulder to cry on? Too easy!
I am 5’4” and look about 15 so am more than
approachable. Apparently I also smile a lot, eat
loudly, and have great cheeks (on my face). I am
also told I make a good shoulder rest…
• Finding the transition tough and needing
someone to talk to? Call/ message me any time!
• Need some study tips? I mean I can try my
best, but you’d probably be better off asking
Mrunmayee! (Academic VP)
• Want to hear a classic joke? 1/10 quality, 9/10
laughs is my motto, so swing by any time!
Seriously come and find me if there’s anything
you want to talk about. Alternatively, there are
heaps of other people you can talk to if you
don’t like me - whether it be your year reps,
anyone else on the TUMSS committee, staff
from the School of Medicine... help is always

TUMSS has been representing the interest of Tasmanian medical students for over 50 years, and
is one of the largest (and let’s be honest, the most fun) student run societies at the University of
Tasmania. It is made up of a large committee of students across all year levels, who are passionate
to support their peers.
We do understand that medicine is an intense degree and it is important to not fall into a cycle of
stress and study. I strongly encourage you all to get involved in the many opportunities that present
along your journey, be it through medical societies (TUMSS, IMPACT, RUSTICA etc.), pursuit of
personal interests, or extracurricular activities.
TUMSS is closely affiliated with the Australian Medical Students’ Association (AMSA) - your national
representative body. These guys run some unbelievable events for medical students, be sure to
read the pages on AMSA, AMSA Convention (the largest student run conference in the world), and
AMSA Global Health Conference.
Your welfare is our priority, with a number of events throughout the year focussing on the mental
health of our students. In addition to this, if you have any problems throughout the year, you can
raise it with your year group representatives (who will be elected during week three), or directly to
any member of the TUMSS committee.
I am very glad to welcome you to your studies at the University of Tasmania, and the whole TUMSS
committee looks forward to meeting and welcoming you all at MedCamp!
around the corner! For now, take your time to
go through this guide and find out how best
you can make the most of med school + Hobart.
Before you know it, you’ll be outta here and
saving lives!

Ps. If you haven’t already, follow us on Facebook to keep up to date.

Happy reading and I’ll see you at Med Camp!
Olivia Chung (Med IV)
Student Welfare Officer

* Despite me having said this, I do not think that it would sell very well at Cash Converters or your
local pawn (NOT PORN ah) shop. Sorry
3
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Dave Titchen (Med V)
TUMSS President
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GENERAL COMMITTEE

ACADEMIC VP REPORT
You must have heard a lot about med school and its ever-demanding work load. But, as some wise
man said, “all work and no play makes Johnny a dull fellow”, and the combination of dull fellows
with too much study does not result in very good academic outcomes.

AGNES
SOWAN PARK

DECLAN
SIEDLER

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS’
OFFICER

TASIN CHAIR

international@tumss.
org.au

tasin@tumss.org.au

SACHA ROSE

Hence, to make use of some quality study time away from a lonely desk in Hollydene (you’ll get
familiar with it very soon, don’t you worry!), your 2016 Academic VP has come up with a rad academic
calendar. It will not only provide you with some perspective outside of good ‘ol Robbins but also
excite those brain cells, which will crave some new stimulus by the end of O-week.
The events in 2016 include:

SOPHIE
SANDERSON

SPORTS OFFICER

PHILANTHROPY
OFFICER

sports@tumss.org.au

philanthropy@tumss.
org.au

TUMSS Career’s Night - a night filled with food and speakers from different disciplines, such as
neurosurgery, emergency medicine, obs/gynae, and many more. Come out and be inspired by
these wonderful specialities.
Electives Night - an unforgettable night, which provides insight into electives and pre-electives.
Speakers mainly consist of students who have travelled to unworldly places through which they
have gained unique experiences during their holidays. Although electives are typically at the end
of 4th year, this night can bring interest for young medlets curious to find out what’s further down
the track.
OSCE tutoring - all those third years out there who are exceptionally fretful about OSCEs, fear not!
TUMSS is here to provide y’all with the support and care needed in your fragile state. The tutoring
program is run by students in years 4 and 5 throughout the year for those interested. Here, common
OSCE cases are practised and discussed. Not relevant to you now, but something to keep in mind!
This is not it! There will be many more resources available for those interested, from getting
sponsored for conferences to question banks for exam prep. So get excited for 2016, where
hopefully our collaborative effort will change stu-dying to stu-yaying!
Mrunmayee Bhalero (Med III)
Academic VP
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YEAR 1 RUNDOWN
Congratulations and welcome to the
enormously fun, difficult, engaging and
somewhat cult-like life of studying medicine at
UTAS. This will definitely be the most your most
life-changing year so far. I hope the tips and
advice I can give you will help you adapt to this
new life and thrive.
As first years you will have 2 subjects for the
year, CAM101 for first semester and CAM102
for second semester.
CAM101 gives you a general overview of
the body systems with a specific focus on
the integumentary system (skin). You will
also cover quite a lot of biochemistry, cell
biology, pathology, immunology, histology,
microbiology, and some pharmacology. First
semester contains a broad range of information,
covering many topics, but not always in a lot of
detail. My advice for studying is to follow the
learning objectives, which most lecturers have
at the end of their lectures. You will also learn
how to take a medical history from someone,
for which you will be assessed for at the end of
the semester.
CAM102 has a very large focus on anatomy and
it is a much more exciting and fun semester
than semester one. It involves a lot of rote
learning, as you will have to memorise a lot
of muscle names and vein, artery, nerve and
lymphatic pathways. But with this, you also start
dissection practicals! It is best to prepare early
for dissection, as well as anatomy tutorials, as
this is how you will get the most out of them.
Practising physical examinations on your peers
9
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is also lots of fun, and like history taking you will
be assessed for this at the end of the year.
In second semester you also get to travel up to
the north of Tasmania for a week for rural week.
You will see the hospitals in Launceston and
Burnie, which may be your new home for your
clinical years in 4th and 5th year. This week is
definitely one of the highlights of the year.
The subjects are divided into 4 domains. Domain
1 covers all of the topics revolving around the
human body (anatomy, pathology, etc.). D2
covers communication skills (history taking)
and physical examinations. D3 covers health
care in society and how we receive it, as well
as different populations and determinants of
health. D4 covers bioethics and responsibilities
of doctors. All domains are run throughout the
whole year and you will be tested on all of them
at the end of each semester. Hot tip: do not
neglect D3 and 4, knowing them well will ensure
easy marks in exams!

		
		 YEAR 2 AND BEYOND
We thought it would be helpful to give you a rough idea of what
you will be in for, once you successfully complete your first year of
MBBS! So here it is in brief:
Med II - here you will continue with your study
of systems of the body, with a focus on the
cardiovascular and respiratory systems in the
first half of the year, and progressing to the
gastrointestinal and renal systems, with a touch
of reproductive system, in second semester.
Med III - This year will have a few weeks of
clinical rotation thrown into the mix to give you
a taste of hospital life. You will spend time in
the hospital around surgery, clinical specialties,
general medicine, and a stint of primary care in
the community. First semester will also focus on
neuroanatomy, so study hard!
Med IV - In years four and five of the course
you have the option to study in one of three
clinical schools: Hobart, Burnie or Launceston.
Each has their own benefits, and everyone has

an opinion of which is best, but there’s plenty
of time to make the decision of where you
will go later! Rotations in fourth year include
paediatrics, surgical and medical specialties,
general practice, psychiatry, and obstetrics
and gynaecology. Finally, there is an elective at
the end of fourth year, which allows the more
intrepid among you to step out of the country
and experience medicine overseas.
Med V - Finally. You’ve made it! Everyone is
focussed on preparing to become an intern:
your days are spent in the hospital on a variety of
rotations including the emergency department,
surgery, general medicine, anaesthetics, and
ICU, not to mention a selective of your choice.
The year culminates in graduation which will
sneak up on you before you know it!

However, the most important part of medicine
is to take care of yourself. Don’t bog yourself
down with study and neglect your social life.
TUMSS provides many social events and other
activities throughout the year, which are always
heaps of fun. Make friends, enjoy university life,
be active, and don’t leave all of your study for
SWOTVAC.
Chris Massarany (Med II)
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STUDY 101		
TEXTBOOKS

Before you rush out to buy every textbook on the ‘required’ reading list, have a
gander at what some of your older colleagues thought of the books recommended
for year 1! Once you’ve figured out what you need, here’s how you can get it:
TUMSS ONLINE MARKETPLACE
By far the best place to buy books! Join the facebook group and you can
purchase beloved textbooks from your senior colleages. Not only is this a lot
cheaper, but you may also become the next Harry Potter - not because you receive
your Hogwarts letter (sorry), but because of great highlighting and notes leading
you to success!
BOOK DEPOSITORY
For those of you who prefer that sweet sensation of opening plastic wrapping, this
online bookstore is probably your best bet. Free shipping is available on all orders,
but since its a UK based website, you’ll need to be willing to wait a couple of weeks!

TEXTBOOKS			
PRINCIPLES OF ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY - TORTORA
If you are looking for a resource that will quickly and succinctly provide the answers you are
looking for, and want to give Wikipedia a break, Tortora and Derrickson’s Principles of Anatomy
and Physiology is the perfect textbook. It has useful chapters on just about everything, from
biochemistry to anatomy, and chapters on each body system too. It offers great explanations on
the content you need to know, plus a little bit more for those who like to read further. There are also
plenty of diagrams, tables, and illustrations for more visual learners. The book is now up to its 14th
edition, however previous editions are often available from senior students at a much-discounted
price. It is a must have to help make sense of the variety of lectures, especially at the start of the
year. At the very least it will be the perfect companion to searching for answers on Wikipedia (not
encouraged…).
Tom Ottavi (Med III)

BETTER LIFE (Brisbane St.)/ CO-OP (Sandy Bay)
These are your most expensive options, but being local Hobart shops will allow you
to get brand new books straight away!
Hot Tip: If you’re indecisive like me, and can’t commit to a textbook straight away,
check out potential purchases at the Clinical School Library!

HOT TIPS FOR STUDY

There are many methods, and to be honest, you’ll find what works for you (hopefully
before the final swotvac of the year). But some suggestions are:
• Download OneNote, import all your PDF notes into there, and annotate them
during class. Keep them in tabs of lecturers, weeks, or themes.
• Print out lecture slides (from MyLO) & bind them by themes. If you’re super
organised you can print them at home before coming in, or at uni before class.
• Annotating the lecture slide is a perfect way to learn. (Just wait until you listen
to Kirkcaldie talk about not using your laptop, you’ll be heading back to pen &
paper).
• Get a whiteboard, or a removable stick-on one, or use the ones at uni. http://
writeyboards.com/collections/shop
• Check out Jamie’s iBook (CAM 101 & 102 Histology Practicals) for your histo
pracs! Complete with interactive questions, these books are fantastic help in
making vague sense of the pink and purple under your microscope.
Fiona Beer (Med II)
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ATLAS OF HUMAN ANATOMY - FRANK H. NETTER
Netter’s Atlas of Human Anatomy has aided me tremendously in understanding how the anatomical
structures of the body are spatially oriented, layer by layer. With such a steep learning curve in
medicine, especially in year 2 where we learnt two systems per semester, this textbook provided me
with a way of effectively visualising how every structure, from blood vessels to muscles to organs,
is arranged in the human body. It also provided me with a solid foundation in preparation for
dissection classes, allowing me to easily identify specific structures.
The only issue for me with this textbook is its lack of explanations. Prior to using this textbook, I found
I needed the knowledge of the relationships and functions of the different nerves, blood vessels,
muscles, and organs of the area or system being studied. I barely remember using this TEXTBOOK
for laboratory practical sessions, where we were asked about the origins and terminations of blood
vessels, and so on. I recommend complimenting this textbook with other anatomy textbooks with
explanations, like Gray’s.
Verdict: this is definitely a textbook to have if you are intending to ace anatomy, especially the
anatomy spot examinations. Netter’s flashcards provide a great way to test yourself as well! Good
luck!
Joel Thio (Med III)
12
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TEXTBOOKS			

TEXTBOOKS			

CLINICAL EXAMINATION - TALLEY & O’CONNOR

JUNQUIERA’S BASIC HISTOLOGY

If you only get one med textbook, make it this one. The clear explanations of clinical signs and
symptoms, with systematic approaches to both history taking and physical examination (and the
occasional entertaining footnote), make this invaluable for tackling exams and OSCEs right through
med school and beyond. It offers the what, why and how for nearly every clinical sign, meaning that
after you’ve read through this you will really understand what you’re talking about and don’t sound
like you’re just reciting a script. It does go a bit beyond what’s covered in first year, but it’s still a
useful read and from second year onwards you won’t know how you could do without it.

Junqueira’s is very well set out and easy to understand, with a good mix of information and pictures and when it comes to histology, everyone loves pictures. This book gives just the right amount of
information to complement your lecture slides and is very useful when preparing for (or, far more
likely, catching up on) your histology practicals each week. If you are going to buy a histology book
this is the one to get. Jamie Chapman often has diagrams from this book in his lecture slides, so
provides a useful reference if there’s any doubt in lectures. It is also generally a great resource to
complement slides.

Verdict: Invaluable. Don’t even think of taking on OSCEs without this book.

Verdict: You could get by without it, especially if you make use of the copy in the library. But I found
it very useful for studying, especially in SWOTVAC when trying to make sense of the confusingly
kaleidoscopic pink and purple illustrations that come with cramming histology!

Alex Zucchi (Med IV)

Charles Rose (Med V)

PATHOLOGIC BASIS OF DISEASE - ROBBINS & COTRAN
This pricey little number is a real gem, so good the Royal College of Pathologist of Australasia (RCPA)
bases their Basic Pathological Sciences exam on the first 10 chapters of this text’s “Professional”
sibling. Anything you miss in pathology lectures is covered here, usually well-explained and
accompanied by pretty pictures. Now, let me warn you of a trap: many a med student has made
the error of thinking of Robbins as an unnecessary expense, but every now and then I visit my GP
and notice good ol’ Robbins sitting up there on his shelf. Plus, old-mate Dr. Assenheimer quotes
Robbins like my girlfriend quotes Mean Girls…
They say that medicine is a career of lifelong learning (trust me, you’ll write an essay on it at some
point) and that Robbins is source of lifelong education. Hence medicine + Robbins = a stable
relationship.
Don’t let the density of Robbins scare you. It’s content-heavy but easily navigable, and really is a
useful addition to your medical library. Plus, there’s a Student Consult code inside the cover of
each book, so that once you’ve made the purchase, you won’t have to lug around 3kg of textbook
everywhere you go. Outstanding stuff.
Verdict: Consumer friendliness 3/5 (improves as you get used to the language of pathology), value
for money 4/5, weight 1/5, use as gym weight 3/5 (shape not conducive to bicep curls)
Lachlan Webber (Med III)
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GRAY’S ANATOMY FOR STUDENTS
With the overload of anatomy you’ll be expected to know, a suitable textbook is a must. Out of all
the texts I bought, this was the one I actually opened. Gray’s follows regional anatomy, the same
structure as your lectures, making it easy to follow. Diagrams are accompanied by tables showing
origin, insertion, and actions of muscles with descriptions of innervation and blood supply, as well
as their routes.
Verdict: Every doctor (or aspiring doctor) needs a version of the classic Gray’s Anatomy (or equivalent anatomy text) on their bookshelf.
Maddy Comfort (Med V)

HOT TIP: Study Spots
Hollydene House: located right beside MS1, kitchenette included!
Clinical School Library (you can book study rooms)
Path Museum (located on level 3 of Clinical School)
Morris Miller Library (Sandy Bay Campus)

14
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OTHER RESOURCES
ESSENTIAL ANATOMY 5 (APP)
Alright, listen up! Church is in session, and this app is your Bible! In CAM101, you learn the
fundamentals, the must-knows before understanding anything else medical. But in CAM102,
things get fun! You’ll learn about muscles and bones and nerves and arteries and stuff – this is
where Essential Anatomy comes into its own. Mac OS App Store $40-45; iOS (iPhone/iPad) App
Store $14.99. Essential Anatomy 3 is available for Android through Google Play or for Windows
through the Microsoft Store. In-app purchases available. “The App” (you will hear many students
say “let me consult The App”, meaning Essential Anatomy) generates a 3D model of the male or
female form with details of each and every known muscle, it’s origins and insertions, innervation,
blood supply, clinical relevance… But it doesn’t do just muscles, for CAM201 and 202 it does the
cardiovascular, respiratory, gastrointestinal, renal, and reproductive systems, and for CAM304 it
does basic neuroanatomy! It’s the gift that keeps on giving. You’ll test yourself, watch animations,
annotate, and more. To say it is highly recommended is an understatement. Trust in your elders and
get this app - one day it may just save a life. But remember, although you hold the Bible in your
hands, Essential Anatomy is no substitute for wisdom from God (aka. Derek Choi-Lundberg) and
his disciples.
Scores: Quality 5/5, ease of use 5/5, accuracy 4.5/5 (it sometimes misses segments of muscles, uses
American spelling and rarely mentions anomalies of the human form), value for money 5/5.
Lachlan Webber (Med III)

NETTER’S ANATOMY FLASH CARDS
Upon arriving in second semester you will realise that the body has a lot of bones with a lot of small
edges, giving rise to a plethora of muscles. Those muscle have a nerve supply and vascular supply.
Netter’s flashcards are a great way to consolidate this information in a text and pictographic form.
Most flashcards also have a useful clinical description on the back-side. An added bonus is that
some of the diagrams are used in the exams.
Flash cards may be the study aid that works, if it doesn’t, don’t worry, there are many different textbooks, pictures and websites available to help you study.
Johanness Peters (Med II)
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SOCIAL VP REPORT
What Tail?!
Under construction – details hot off the press
coming soon.

WELCOME TO THE MOST IMPORTANT PAGES OF THIS BOOKLET!
For the hours of study, stress and peptic ulcers ahead of you; never fear. As your Social VPs for
2016, we will provide you with that much needed social outlet, as well as to hold your hair back
when the partying gets too much.
The Medical Faculty is renowned for it’s rowdy but magical events. This year we intend to uphold
this reputation by sustaining timeless tradition but also adding our own edge - as future doctors,
always expect the unexpected! But make sure you factor these events into your year:

Medcamp
After team building activities during the
day, prepare to really get to know each other and meet your future bosses at your first
ever Med Event – nothing can prepare you
to HOE-DOWN THROW-DOWN on the 5th
of March except for a stellar costume. So
brush off your flannies, repair the scarecrow,
change the oil in the tractor, and make sure
there isn’t a snake in your boot.

Ball
Don’t miss the jewel on Fini’s crown, the
event to end all events – the extravaganza
that is Medball. Suit up, frock up, and make
sure you drink your way back into the black
from your ticket price.

New ???
Shh, coming from our secret planning
hideout there will be a new event coming to
Semester 2!

Societies day
Come and branch out from the incestuous
Med faculty by mingling with our friends at
the Sandy Bay Campus to see what the TUU
has to offer! Always a good chance to pick
up freebies.

Barrel
If cheap beers and a good time tickle your
fancy, don’t miss another epic Med barrel.
You never know if the love of your life will be
in attendance and the excuse for a mid week
drink never goes astray.
17
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As you can see, TUMSS has a lot in store
for you in 2016, and we are thrilled to be
bringing you the good times.
Love,
Fini Cusack & Josh Winston (Social VPs)
18
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Hello!
Let me add my voice to the many others who are saying welcome to the cohort of medical students
at UTas! I am Jack Lego, in my final year, and this year’s Tasmanian representative to the Australian
Medical Students’ Association – fondly known as AMSA.
AMSA is a way for medical students from all around Australia to come together and hang out
and share the similarities and differences of medicine at different universities – AMSA’s main job
is to advocate for all of Australia’s medical students to improve your lot, from trying to provide all
medical graduates with jobs, to reducing bullying in hospitals. Through AMSA, I have made so
many lasting friendships from all around Australia, because of the fun, informative events run each
year. There is something to suit everybody…
AMSA National Convention is held in July in Townsville – a week full of inspiring lectures about
leadership, what to do when done with medschool, emergency medical challenges, and sports
competitions in the daytime, with exciting themed and costumed parties each night. Don’t do
what I did and leave it a couple of years before you go, because you’ll regret the years you missed!
If global or rural health is more up your alley, the Global Health Conference is run by AMSA in
August (Newcastle this year!), and after being inspired in Perth at the same event last year, I cannot
recommend “GHC” enough! Refugee health, the ethics of aid in impoverished countries, and
getting health workers and health services to remote Australian communities are all discussed,
leaving you totally inspired.
The National Leadership Development Seminar is held in Canberra in May, and is very competitive
to attend. However, it is a great way to build your own leadership skills through seminars, as well as
small workshops and tutorials. (Bonus tip: the cost is subsidised by the school of medicine!)
AMSA Councils occur three times a year, which is a time for universities to collaborate and develop
national plans for AMSA. All students are welcome to attend council, help contribute to how AMSA
runs, and are often used as platform to get more involved in the future.
Suffice to say that AMSA does a lot, from connecting med students with each other, inspiring you/
reminding you why you’re studying this looong degree, and of course, hosting phenomenal parties.
I can’t wait to meet you all over the coming year, and I encourage you to please ask me about these
great opportunities that can supplement your first year of med!
If you don’t meet me at medcamp (make sure you come!), feel free to email me at to get in touch!
Jack Lego (Med V)
AMSA Representative

19
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What: AMSA National Convention! A weeklong adventure where you get to ‘run away’ to one of
the best times of your life.
Who: You! And over one thousand other medical students from Australia and New Zealand.
When: 2nd-9th July. Perfect timing for first year con-virgins’ midyear break, so Get Amongst It (GAI).
Where: Tropical, sunny, beautiful Townsville.
Why: How many opportunities are there where you can say you travelled to Townsville with your
UTAS medical family to attended world-class plenary sessions, meet like minded medical students,
and then dance the night away with your new found friends?

Have I got your attention? Thought so. Now to try and explain the indescribable event that is
Convention. During the day, imagine over a thousand medical students gathering in a hall to listen
to medical and research specialists, as well as motivational individuals helping you realise there
is more to medicine than textbooks and studying. Academically there is also debating, research,
and a careers expo. There is Sports Day where you get to wear with pride your UTAS convict suit
and compete against other Universities in various sports, the Emergency Medical Challenge, and
Australia’s Brawniest Medical Student. By night, everyone is transformed into their inner party
animal with a different theme each night meaning different costumes and body paint. The week
ends with a Gala Ball (topped off with chicken and champagne for the elite).
In 2015, Convention was held in Melbourne. UTAS had its largest attendance yet, helping us to put
our name on the map by coming third in the Convention Cup, winning Sports Day, and showing our
family love and enthusiasm.
Now the not so great part about convention - unfortunately it will probably set you back $1000. But
rest assured, it is well worth the money spent: ask any con-veteran, who will tell you it is a must as
a medical student. Also the PCD (Post- Convention Depression) is bad when your amazing week
concludes and you return to university life. Thankfully, the cure is simple - reminisce with your fellow
rangers and prepare to go again the following year!
Check out the promotional videos on Facebook (AMSA National Convention Townsville 2016), and
if you have any questions about this feel free to ask myself or your AMSA Rep Jack Lego!
Ella Orlowski (Med III)
AMSA Junior Representative
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						 SOCIETIES
AMSA’s Global Health Conference (GHC) is one of Australia’s largest – and best – student-run
events, holding a special place on the medical student calendar. Hundreds of medical students
from across Australia and the broader Asia-Pacific region (including New Zealand...) flock to GHC to
party, meet NEW people, gain NEW inspiration, attend the occasional academic session, and party.
In 2015, 14 UTAS students (dubbed “One Family”, partly because of UTAS’ lack of genetic diversity,
partly because they were such a tight-knit crew) travelled to Perth for GHC. There, they had the
time of their lives and returned as NEW people with a reNEWed desire to do good, wherever they
find themselves.
Why do you GHC?
Global Health – Health disregards country boundaries and political ideologies. At GHC, you’ll
immerse yourself in health issues both from your local community and around the globe, discovering
NEW opportunities and a NEW love for helping your fellow man (or woman. Don’t discriminate).
• Inspirational Speakers – GHC’s academic programme is top-notch. At GHC, you’ll be inspired
by world-renowned academics, mind-blowing speakers, and the energy and attitudes of
everyone around you. Workshops, debates (aka. Inter-university sledging matches) and hula
hoops are all known to grace the GHC stage, a stage shared by José Ramos-Horta, Julian
Assange, Fiona Wood, Ben Goldacre… (translation: it’s good).
• Networks and Friendships – Ohhhhh yes, the parties and stuff. It wouldn’t be a medical school
event without nightly parties to let your hair down and boogie the night away. Like a good
wine matches a good cheese, GHC’s social programme complements the academic to a T.
It’s the perfect opportunity to meet other delegates, and pick up NEW dance moves along
the way.
How do you GHC? Want to become a NEW member of the GHC family? Then get ready, stay
tuned! The AMSA Global Health rep, Lydia, and the IMPACT global health group have their fingers
on GHC’s pulse and can answer your global health questions. GHC ’15 sold out within minutes as
over 700 delegates secured their places. Places are limited, people do miss out, demonstrating just
how good GHC is. Get excited, get NEW-ed. (Get it? Like ‘nude’ but with NEW, instead). NOTE:
nudity not encouraged). More info at Facebook: New GHC | http://newghc.com.au/
Rebecca Kelly (2015 AMSA Global Health Rep) & Lachlan Webber (2015 IMPACT joint Social VP)

IMPACT
We’re IMPACT – and we’re your go-to guys & girls for all things Global Health. We connect UTAS
medlets with people, organisations and opportunities in Global Health, and we throw some
spectacular events (Quiz Night and Red Party to name a few) to raise money for amazing Global
Health projects.
Ever dreamed of fighting malaria in Haiti, delivering babies in Ethiopia, or performing life-changing
surgeries in Cambodia? Are you passionate about the effects of climate change on health, the
Global Goals, or the health of refugees and asylum seekers? Are you keen to party in the name of
charity?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, then chances are, global health might be your thing.
If you want to know more, or if you just really like a good party, come say hi (we promise we don’t
bite). We’ll be at MedCamp, around Menzies, and we’re on Facebook at IMPACT Utas.
Good luck, and see you soon!
Eliza Nolan (2016 IMPACT President)

Doctors for the Environment Australia (DEA)
Just as a bit of an intro, we’re DEA. And no that does not stand
for Drug Enforcement Agency, rather, Doctors for the Environment
Australia. Now before you roll your eyes, we’re not a bunch of hippie
med students who love hugging trees (okay, I do quite like hugging
trees but that’s beside the point :P). We’re a bunch of motivated
doctors and students who understand the effect the environment
has on our health. After all (as you’ll get sick of hearing this year),
phenotype = genotype + environment!
In 2009 the Lancet Commission declared climate change as the
biggest global health threat of the 21st century. This was further
substantiated in a secondary report in 2015. The 21st Conference
of Parties on Climate Change in December 2015 produced far from
satisfactory results and it is our duty as future medical professionals
to advocate on behalf of our future patients’ health. All seriousness
aside, we do have some really fun activities from bushwalks to
networking events so if you’re interested don’t hesitate to say hi!
Natasha Abeysekera (2015 Tasmania State Student Representative)
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RUSTICA

Emergency Medicine Interest Group (EMIG)

We are a student led organization that aims to promote rural health careers to all health science
students by offering scholarships and professional development opportunities. We are a member
of the National Rural Health Student Network and advocate for our members both locally and on
a national level.

Who are we? We are a bunch of students who think the Emergency Deparment (ED) is the place to
be (as a doctor - maybe not so much if you’re lying in a resus bay) so we decided to run some events.

There are 28 Rural Health Clubs (RHCs) nationally, with at least one RHC in every state and territory.
RHCs aim to promote rural and remote practice to their members through information exchange,
placement opportunities, support, and advocacy. All Rural Health Clubs have a multi-disciplinary
focus and run a number of activities each year in order to promote rural and remote health careers
to their members. These activities provide fun and educational experiences for students and may
include:

Why would you bother coming along to any of our events? Firstly, free food!! Have I got your
attention? Secondly, we run Not So Grand Rounds, where more senior med students tell tall stories
of their time in the ED. They may or may not also shed some light on how on earth one reads any
imaging or interprets any test that we order in the emergency department, which is pretty helpful
when it comes to things like exams and OSCEs. Finally, we have a bunch of skills workshops planned
for this year to entice you into emergency medicine and all the cool things that doctors do to
legitimately save lives. These will be relevant to you whether you want to be a GP, a cardiothoracic
surgeon, a radiologist or some sort of obscure subspecialist. You’ll also get to meet some of our ED
doctors from the RHH and pick their brains.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scholarships
Skills evenings
Close the Gap BBQs
Rural High School Visits
Networking Dinners
Cultural awareness training
Indigenous Community Festival attendance
Advocacy for rural health
Policy engagement with key health stakeholders

We are led by the National Rural Health Students Network (NRHSN), who provide a voice for
students who are passionate about improving health outcomes for rural and remote Australians.
Getting involved with Rustica will allow you to learn more about health in rural and remote Australia
and provide invaluable connections with doctors and other medical students that will develop well
into your professional life. Joining as a member will ensure that you are kept up to date with rural
health news and events, and in the future may lead to your successful appointment to a committee
position upon nomination.
Ben Dodds (2016 RUSTICA President)

Why do we exist? We exist to lure you into loving emergency medicine as much as we do!

Sign me up! How do I get involved? Facebook- EMIG. Email - emig.utas@gmail.com. We’re
always looking for helping hands and fresh young faces so drop us a line.
Hot tip: FOAM site- www.emergencypedia.com. is also a great resource!
Ashleigh Gibson (2015 EMIG President)
Tasmanian Student Pathology Society (TSPS)
Pathology, Dwight, and first year will become synonymous to you very soon. Immersing yourself in
Robbins and continuously looking at the slides can indeed become repetitious. To break this vicious
cycle, we have come up with an excellent alternative- TSPS. TSPS has been a budding med soc and
during the short period of its existence has established itself within TUMSS. To ensure you medlets
are provided with the right path, we have come up with a series of events:
• Infamous lunchtime lecture series, to showcase pathology at its best and most varied.
• Tutorials with Dr Sorrel, in the studious surrounds of the pathology museum, to help shed light
on the harder points of first year pathology and give you that extra layer of understanding to put
you ahead of the pack.
• Exciting pathology competitions, and have plenty of freebies, to remind you all how great
pathology is and celebrate international pathology day.
Stay tuned as we’ll be recruiting a sub-committee to oversee our events soon. Keep your eyes
peeled for our events, and activities as they won’t be things you want to miss.
Mrunmayee Bhalero (2015 TSPS President)
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The ISSUE Foundation

Tasmanian Medical Orchestra

Do you want to take your passion for global health even further? Getting involved with The ISSUE
Foundation might just be the thing for you! ISSUE is a society dedicating its time to fundraising
for sustainable rural health projects in Uganda. For the past six years, students from all years of
medicine have travelled to Uganda during the summer break to see out projects including the
distribution of insecticide-treated mosquito nets with malaria education, HIV testing, and working
with organisations such as a local orphanage, youth group, health clinic, and elderly support
program. You don’t have to have completed your medical degree to go on a great elective and
provide valuable support and knowledge to a community!

Hey there! Do you play a musical instrument (especially viola, cello, oboe, horn or brass)? Do you
wish to continue playing while studying med? If you answered “Yes” to both these questions, then
keep on reading!

ISSUE holds many fundraising events throughout the year including bake sales, dinners, gigs, and
raffles - there’s heaps of opportunity to get involved. So get a group of friends together, whether it’s
to have a mass baking afternoon or even to jump on a plane to see through our projects in Uganda!
If you’re interested in being involved with ISSUE through fundraising or going to Uganda, email:
theissuefoundation@gmail.com

Who we are: Established in 2014, the TMO is a small student-led music group intended for staff and
students of UTAS’ Schools of Medicine, Paramedicine, Pharmacy, Nursing, and Medical Research.
Our purpose: We intend to offer students with a love for playing music the opportunity to keep
playing in a casual ensemble or orchestral setting, with less demand on time compared to a typical
community-based orchestra. The majority of us are undertaking a demanding uni course, after all.
We do aim to hold at least one major performance in the second half of the year, but we are also
open to other opportunities to play as they come along.
How to apply: Email us at tasmanianmedicalorchestra@gmail.com with your Name, Student ID
number, and brief details about your instrument(s), years of playing experience or AMEB standard.
THERE ARE NO AUDITIONS INVOLVED. We look forward to seeing some new faces around this
year! Best of luck to all of you for this new chapter in your life.

Ayame Ochi (Med III)
General Practice Students Network (GPSN)
General Practice Students Network (GPSN) is a national interest group aimed at fostering interest in
general practice as a specialty. GPSN UTAS is one club out of a national network of 20 active clubs
across Australia, running networking events and skills workshops for you in Hobart, Launceston,
and Burnie.
• GPSN offers two annual scholarships to 2nd to 4th year medical students. The John
Murtagh First Wave Scholarship Program is a prestigious opportunity for you to embark
on a General Practice experience with a dedicated GP supervisor.
• Be inspired about General Practice and attend the annual Future of General Practice
Conference. #FGP2016 will be held in Brisbane (April 1st-3rd 2016). It will bring together
medical students, junior doctors and GP registrars in an exceptional educational
program.
• If you are interested in policy making, research or public health, join one of the GPSN
National Working Groups (NWGs). This group offers members the opportunity to
network with likeminded fellow students around Australia in developing national
initiatives to tackle important issues related to general practice.
Find out more by signing up now to become a member at https://gpsn.org.au/join/ and follow our
local UTAS club @https://www.facebook.com/groups/gpsn.utas/
Zoe Hernstadt (2015 GPSN Chair)
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Jeremy Yang (2015 TMO President)
Tasmanian Anatomy and Surgery Interest Network (TASIN)
An important part of surviving medical school is to ensure that YOU are the director of your learning.
Once you have covered the necessities to pass and be on your way to becoming a quality clinician,
pursuing what interests you is the next biggest priority. TASIN was established for students (LIKE
YOU) who are interested in extending your knowledge of anatomy, radiology and surgery.
What we offer is not a replacement of what you learn, rather an extension to help better understand
core principles of anatomy and surgical skills so that you can make the most out of your clinical
rotations. To top it off, what we do is awesome.
This year, we are hoping to offer a vast number of activities to satiate your anatomical and surgical
desires. We will continue to offer our regular favourites, including scrubbing and gowning, suturing
and wound care as well as our career workshops. Furthermore, we hope to run an academic lecture
program on specialised topics (TBA) as well as look into the possibility of expanding bedside skills
(such as ultrasound workshops). Make sure you get on to Facebook and Like the TASIN page to
ensure you are receiving all our updates!
Looking forward to revising Last’s with you at some stage!
Declan Siedler (2016 TASIN Chair)
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BALANCING MED LIFE
A life outside of medicine? Surely you must be pulling my leg. Nope! I would not wish a dislocated
limb on anyone. Don’t worry about writing your Advanced Care Directives (#medjoke) just yet despite rumours you may have heard, light can be seen at the end of the tunnel, and your pre-med
life can still go on. Having just finished my third year, I know how stressful it can be as a med student.
Here are some top tips I would recommend anyone in med school to live by:
• Make sure you sleep well, eat well, and exercise regularly – these are most important to
leading a balanced lifestyle, but often the first to be compromised!
• Don’t let medicine take over your life! Even though we all find medicine really interesting,
it is super important to maintain a balanced lifestyle – continue your hobbies, get around
social events and get to know your cohort well. Remember that medicine is only a small
portion of what the world has to offer, so keep an open mind on things and continue with
your pre-med (pre-life) activities.
• Always ask yourself this question whenever you find yourself in a stressful situation (e.g.
during study, all the time): What’s the worst that could happen? Our minds hate the fear
of the unknown and when in doubt will conclude the absolute worst-case scenario! These
thoughts are rarely the case, and one way or another you will manage to come out ok.
• Try not to worry too much and just enjoy the ride – uni can be demanding but there are so
many great opportunities to have fun along the way. Time in med school goes ridiculously
fast, and I don’t mean to scare you, but before you know it you’ll be an intern! These great
opportunities are the moments that create memories from your time at med school so try
to enjoy it as much as possible.
So check out the following pages on great cafes and restaurants, Hobart’s famous (?) pubs and
clubs, places to lift (I personally do not enter such places as my threshold for excessive sweat is
unfortunately very low), and things to do in your spare time. These will help you to make those
moments in med school last!
Olivia Chung (Med IV)
Student Welfare Officer

								FOOD
The Standard Hudsons Lane, Liverpool St. Hobart | Mon-Sun 11am-10pm
The 6-minute return walk from Menzies to The Standard sadly isn’t sufficient to consume the calories
– sorry, nutrients – of Tasmania’s 4th-best burger (Yelp, 2015). Each experience leaves you with that
distinctly Standard feeling: a full stomach, a calorie-induced guilt, a smile on your dial and immense
satisfaction, knowing that you just enjoyed some tasty American-styled burger goodness without
breaking the bank.
The Standard, part-owned by Pilgrim Coffee, began in February 2014 with its Standard burger and
fries, quickly making a name for itself with its food and mildly sexually-oriented sense of humour
(see Reverse Cowgirl and Brokeback Mountain for details). But it’s not just burgers: the fries (with/
without toppings) are outstanding, and the shakes are so thick you need spoons. For those of you
more considerate of our animal friends, they also do vegetarian! Did I mention they sell Doctor
Pepper?
This place is like heroin. That first hit is so good, every other take-away burger not from The Standard
just doesn’t cut the mustard. Just don’t bring your Standard into lectures, don’t be that guy…
Scores: Food 4-4.5 / 5, service 4 / 5, price 3.5 / 5
Lachlan Webber (Med III)

Pulp Friction | Shop 5, 110-114 Collins St, Hobart | Mon-Fri 8am-4pm, Sat 10am-2pm
Although too far away to get to between lectures or during a sneaky CBL toilet break, Pulp Friction
is a tasty, healthy, and affordable lunchtime destination. They boast a fully vegetarian menu with
vegan and GF options, as well as a quiet and friendly atmosphere. Highlights of the menu include
nachos with a variety of toppings, mexibeans with rice, and an extensive freshly squeezed juice
range. My personal favourite is nachos with the lot (minus jalapenos) with a currant affair juice to
wash down. The only downside is that if you choose to eat in, you will be served in a stainless steel
dish that resembles a dog bowl. However, do not be deterred; Pulp Friction is well worth a visit!
Price: $8-$12; minutes from Menzies: approx. 7
Ynez Howlett-Jansen (Med III)
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FOOD
JACKMAN & McROSS | 57 HAMPDEN RD. BATTERY POINT | MON-FRI 7AM-6PM, SAT-SUN 7AM5PM
There’s something about Jackman & McRoss at Battery Point that makes it a beautiful place to be
on a lazy weekend morning... or when you’re pretending to have the time to be lazy, one week
before exams.
Maybe it’s the smell of freshly baked bread, coffee, the display case full(!) of sweet pastries and
desserts. They are delights to both the eyes and the mouth. (And more often than I’d like to admit,
my face and hair as I devour them. Tell me about extremely chocolatey chocolate croissant that is
flakey and chewy at the same time, AND the size of your face?!)
Maybe it’s the abundance of natural light through the windows; shuffling chairs on the wooden floor
of a renovated heritage building; or the humdrum of conversations that fill every corner of the room.
Maybe it’s their selection of savoury food, perfect for brunch en masse after a particularly eventful
night out (or more typically, med parties). Tell me how this sounds: smoked salmon stuffed with
scrambled egg on Danish pastry; chorizo, gruyere, caramelized onion wrapped in puff pastry; an
outstanding scallop pie. Also, have I mentioned their croissants yet?
Agnes Sowan Park (Med III)

BERTA | 323A ELIZABETH ST. NORTH HOBART | MON-SAT 8AM-4PM, SUN 8AM-2.30PM
Breakfast - the most important meal of the day, you want to get it
right! Berta is the place to go! This much loved bustling cafe on the
north hobart food strip is exceptional in its food and coffee, even the
breakfast avoider will be inclined to have a nibble. Like, how can a
poached egg have a runny yolk but be crispy on the outside?! The
mystery remains. And for the non egg lover their menu boasts many
other options not to be sneezed at! Stand outs include spring onion
pancake with pork belly, aforementioned crispy eggs, caramelised
chilli and pickled cucumber salad, or maybe some smoked beef
brisket hash! Don't forget to try the waffles! Or even their homemade
timtams for a save for later (lel) study treat. Get in early or make a
booking though, they are often packed - especially on weekends!
Ana Penklis, (Med IV)
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DRINKS & CLUBS

DRINKS & CLUBS

SOCIETY | 22 MONTPELIER RETREAT, BATTERY POINT | 4PM - 12AM

MOBIUS LOUNGE BAR | 7 DESPARD ST. HOBART | WED & SAT 10PM-5AM, FRI 10.30PM-5AM

Established during 2015 it has already gained a somewhat cult following. Best time to head in
during Tuesday at 6pm where an array of Spanish style pintxos will be waiting for you. From Captain
Blighs Beer Jam to lavish pork rilletes, the selection of pure Tassie produce is fierce and at $2 each
it is also quite good value. Moving onto Wednesday, treat yourself to a hump day reward with $15
pizzas all night. Once the food is away and you are in rest and digest mode it is time to pickle back.
A pickle back is one of those things you just need to try. It consists of a shot of whisky followed by a
shot of pickle juice. The change of expression from utter disgust before hand to a pleasant “that’s
actually pretty good” grin afterwards is priceless. Apart from the above, Society prides itself on its
carefully selected beers on tap and its tantalising wall of liquors which each have a story, recently
they had an Icelandic Gin distilled with glacier water (I know right). So when the going gets tough
and you need a break from the good old histology slide box, take a wander down to Society, especially since they have recently extended their license until 2am!

Do you like a well-lit, quiet, clean and casual drinking experience on a Saturday night? No? Great,
well neither do we and that’s why the Mobius Lounge Bar (or affectionately Mobi) is Hobart’s best
nightclub and 2am meetup spot! Sporting Tasmania’s best dubstep and general “bangers” Mobi
will always be playing the nastiest of tunes to keep you literally, stuck to the dance floor all night
long.

Linden Scholes (Med III)
PREACHERS | 5 KNOPWOOD ST. BATTERY POINT | SUN-THURS 12-9PM, FRI-SAT 12PM-12AM
Preachers, Your go-to chillout beer garden spot. Preachers is hidden in the block behind the
Salamanca strip, just keep your eye out for an old metro bus decked out with fairy lights and tables
on astro-turf. Preachers is the perfect spot to start the night, with tasty burgers and chips and a
sizeable list of beers and ciders (not to mention the affordable gin cocktail list). And if you find
yourself with a new bunch of friends where the awkward silences are rife, fear not! There are old
school games to entertain you. Jenga, scrabble, cards, UNO, you name it! Tuesday night is Bingo
night on the bus, so if you need a mid week distraction, Preacher’s has you covered. Oh Winter, the
never ending season in Tasmania, Preachers has outdoor heaters, a cosy fireplace inside and a $15
burger & schooner deal. Preachers and its laidback vibe definitely makes for a good hangout spot.
Lisa Loubser (Med IV)
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Mobi is conveniently placed opposite the “Lower House,” in perfect position to wave at their
bouncers who will inevitably not let you in for being too cool/drunk/wearing nike airmax’s. But never
fear, it’s harder to get kicked out of Mobi than to get let into Lower House.
If you’re still in need of a drink (that isn’t water) by the time you get to Mobi they offer the finest
selection of drinks Hobart has to offer. And by that we of course mean all night, every night $5
Cassie Blues - the finest Lager you’ll ever throw on the ground. Punters be warned though, the bar
is (in)conveniently cash only, so make sure you bring those dollar bills unless you feel like being
robbed by the $2.50 ATM fee at the stairs!
So if you’re still reading and aren’t fearful of chipped teeth, ruined shoes, dancing like a fool, losing
your self-respect and general moral compass – then Mobius is the place for you!
Always looking out for your BAC,
<3 Fini Cusack & Josh Winston (Social VPs)
OTHER (HIGHLY) RECOMMENDED FOOD/ DRINK SPOTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Machine Laundry Café: watch people do washing while eating. Great menu
Straight Up Coffee & Food: Veg/ Vegan café with mouth-watering waffles
Room For a Pony: Hip café in North Hobart rivaling Berta; provides wooly blankets in winter!
Daci & Daci: Warm European décor and nice pastries to treat yo’ self
Honey Badger Dessert Café: diabeetus fix in one serve no need to check BSL
Thai Veggie Hutt: Tasty vegan food for non-vegans & vegans alike
Da Angelos: Quality Italian food for when you’re missing home
Fish Frenzy: delectable fish and chips by the wharf served in cones
Smolt: Place to be for a cheeky date night if you’re feeling a little bit fancy
Frank: South American feast with sweet potatoes you cannot miss out on
Local Pizza: not so local (Berriedale) but 10/10 Crust, good after a day at MONA
The Brunswick Hotel: post-exam place to be; watch some sport & drink a shake out at the Yard
The Metz: Place to be for Wednesday night froffies, good for escaping fellow medlets
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COFFEE

TWO FOLK ESPRESSO | 64/68 LIVERPOOL ST. HOBART | MON-FRI 7AM-4PM, SAT 9AM-2PM

YELLOW BERNARD | 1/109 COLLINS ST. HOBART | MON-FRI 7AM-4PM

If you are struggling to get through those long days of lectures, why not grab a coffee from one of
the hippest cafes in all of Hobart. Located in the Bank Arcade off Liverpool street, Two Folk is one
of Hobart’s finest coffee joints to get your morning/afternoon/evening fix of caffeine to warm your
soul during those cold winter days (or summer days if you have a particularly cold soul). You can
either sit down, enjoy the modern-meets-rustic atmosphere and watch the bustling scenes of the
Wellington arcade (“bustling”: sarcasm) or take away your beverage to enjoy elsewhere. The coffee
is rich and earthy, and if you are feeling peckish why not grab a bite to eat from their range of great
sweet or savoury treats (the espresso muffin is a must try!). With the coffee reasonably priced, the
food delicious, and the location so close to both lecture theatres and the hospital, it is well worth
your time to try this cosy little spot!

With Hobart’s burgeoning café culture placing a number of fine caffeine establishments between
the RHH and YB you may wonder why I would recommend taking the walk along Collins Street. Now
don’t get too excited, this isn’t quite like Melbourne’s famous ‘Paris end of Collins Street’ but that
doesn’t stop the YB crew importing one of Melbourne’s better beans in the form of Gridlock and
also roasting their own blends from time to time in Project Yellow. Project Yellow is a great buttery
and smooth blend that co-owner Dave recommends you take with milk in house, or back to your
own house for a brew in your own dodgy coffee machine. I prefer the latter as these beans are
delicious and importantly forgiving to the barista who is still very wet behind the ears.

Saranga Jinadasa (Med V)

PILGRIM COFFEE | 48 ARGYLE ST. HOBART | MON-FRI 6.30AM-5.30PM, SAT-SUN 7.30AM-3.30PM
Often the last stop on the ward round for many a team at the Royal, Pilgrim Coffee is a vogue
establishment located off the corner of Liverpool and Argyle Street and is frequented by all strata
of the medical community. The L-shaped layout provides a reasonable amount of seating to enjoy
your caffeinated beverage. Choice beats and bare brick walls means you enjoy your time without
hearing the cars pass on the busy street that is Argyle. Regularly pumping out just under a thousand
coffees before 1 PM, the amicable staff impressively keep up with the pressure of caffeine deprived
patrons.
Pilgrim Coffee rivals the best. Cutting no corners, a darker house blend is offered that complements
the addition of milk for the casual coffee drinker. For those more serious about the bean, single
origin coffees are available, some better with and others better without milk. The baristas take care
to avoid the error of suffocating the coffee with milk. Additionally, batch brew filtered coffee offers
the option to sample citrus tones closer to the tea end of the spectrum. Speaking of tea, a number
of high-grade teas from Pollen Tea Room can be found on the menu. Two to three free refills are
available for your pot depending on the strength of the blend of your choice.
Pilgrim also provides an all-day menu, a range of dessert items and exceptional bread from Pigeon
Hole. No doubt this all-rounder cafe will soon become a refuge from the lecture room and will be
your preference to keep your coffee addiction alive.
Anees Enayati (Med IV)
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The walk to YB is also welcomed by those looking to escape the cafés closer to the RHH which
are essentially hospital outposts teeming with clinicians, nurses, and stuents all exhibiting nearpathological drug seeking behavior in their ritualistic hunt for caffeine. At first you may fancy the
networking these closer-by cafés offer, but remember, if you weren’t invited to have coffee with
someone, you’re still not automatically invited just because you happen to be in the same café as
them.
YB is the sort of traditional café Australians are unfortunately unaccustomed to. The coffee is served
predominately take-away or to be had with haste in espresso form. Few seats mean little study time
is wasted making small talk over your supposedly ’quick coffee’. Make the most of this. Order, have
a chat to the friendly crew behind the machine (it’s usually same people day in, day out), enjoy your
drink, and be on your way. It’s a winning routine.
Bridget Dickenson (Med V)
COURTHOUSE CAFE | 19 LIVERPOOL ST. HOBART
Courthouse Café ticks all the boxes! Located immediately opposite
Menzies on the corner of Liverpool and Campbell Streets, it is the perfect
location to nip into between lectures when there wouldn’t be time to go
anywhere else anyway. The staff are super-friendly, the atmosphere is great
(full of Menzies students, staff and researchers), and most importantly,
the barista knows his work – the coffee is sublime! If you’re looking for
something to eat, there is a relatively cheap range of healthy food, deepfried goodness, and sweet treats to sate you, whatever you’re after. The
combination of a close location, quality caffeine, cuisine and camaraderie
between staff and customer should make Courthouse Café your regular,
just as it is mine!
Jack Lego (Med V)

MORE COFFEE
STOPS
• Villino
• Dr. Coffee
• Artisan
• Villicia
• Jamaican Mist
• Hudsons
• Hospital Cafe
• Kafe Kara
• Coterie & Co
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LEISURE

GYM

Bay of Fires

Unigym
Looking to try and avoid the fresher 5kg or wanting to maintain some form of physique whilst sitting
at your desk with your head in a textbook wondering what you’ve gotten yourself into as you polish
off your 2nd family block of chocolate for the day? Look no further than unigym! A hub of activity
with pretty much everything you could possibly want in a gym - a plethora of classes including
pump, spin, HIIT and body balance for a relax (i.e. When you don’t really want to go but feel like you
should - does include a 10 minute napping window!!), heaps of cardio equipment and don’t forget
weights fo da boiz. All of this!! And the cheapest gym in hobart! (Cheaper than zap!) it works out to
about $8.50 a week which is not even two coffees or one-something shots at mobi that you’re going
to regret later anyway! Unigym is located at the Sandy Bay campus and also has squash, basketball,
tennis courts etc. It also offers social futsal, basketball, and tennis during the year if that takes your
fancy. Also cheap massage for Uni students (price comparison has been thoroughly researched). It
closes at 9.15pm during the week so perhaps not the best choice for the late night gym junkie. But
don’t expect to go unseen - very popular for med and other faculties; good for catch ups!
Ana Penklis (Med IV)
All Aerobics (formerly Genesis)
Are you looking for somewhere to keep fit during med? All
Aerobics might be the place for you! But if you’re looking for a
gym that will give you a tag/car sticker/drink bottle so everyone
THINKS you’re keeping fit then maybe not so much!
All Aerobics has a great range of classes, so if you’re like me
and literally need someone yelling in your face to make you do
anything, this is for you! There are heaps of class times which
makes it easy to work around your timetable (there are at least
2 lunchtime classes every day!). There is also a huge range of
equipment, including a women’s only section, if classes aren’t your
thing. It’s only a 5 minute walk from Menzies which makes a sneaky
pre/peri/post uni gym session really convenient! Here comes the
only negative- the cost. At around $20/week it is more expensive
than some of the other options like Zap and Unigym, but if you’re
into classes and are confident you’ll go often enough to justify it
then it’s definitely worth it!
Emily Doole (Med IV)
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Other Gyms
Zap: 24/7 Access, many
locations, no classes but
apparently the place to lift
Hospital
Gym: Really
cheap
membership,
small, close to Menzies
Hobart Aquatic Centre:
Just up the hill, pool also
present. Bit more pricey.

Here’s a quick run-down of some of the best things to do in
Hobart! All within one hour’s drive:
• Salamanca Markets: Tasty food, delicious drinks and local
Tasmanian artisanal products. Open every Saturday from 8.30am
– 3pm.
• Hobart Twilight Markets: Every 2nd Friday during daylight
savings (October – March) from 3-7.30pm at Long Beach Sandy
Bay. Great food, drinks and atmosphere.
• Farmgate Market: Every Sunday from 8.30am – 1pm on
Bathurst St. between Murray and Elizabeth Street. Come down
to find great Tasmanian produce and support the local farmers!
• Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra concerts: embrace your
inner Beethoven and come along to concerts at the Federation
Concert Hall. Annual student passes are $35 – cheaper than a
single adult concert ticket! Great bargain not to be missed.
• Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery: Opposite the wharf and
Grand Chancellor. Worth a visit every now and then to see what’s
new with the old!
• Huonville wine and cider tours: lots of breweries, wineries
and vineyards down the Huon highway, including The Apple
Shed (Willie Smith’s), Home Hill vineyard, Hartzview Vineyard
and those on Bruny Island to name a few. Make sure you’ve got a
deso! Ps. you can also see the Aurora Australis this way!
• Mount Wellington: Climb 1200m (by car, or foot if you’re really
keen #PointToPinnacle) 20 minutes from the city! Great sunsets
and sunrises esp. if you’re an avid photographer. Also has many
bushwalks along the way.
• Botanical Gardens: just a 5 minute walk from Menzies! Great
place for a time out and a picnic, take a walk and smell the roses
• Museum of Old and New Art (MONA): A must see for anyone
coming to Hobart! See review (pg 38).

Mount Wellington Summit

Huonville Apple Shed

Botanical Gardens

Aurora Australis (taken at Franklin)
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DAY TRIPS IN TASSIE
You might find that people start telling you
that as a medical student you become a social
recluse and the colour of a dying aubergine.
Either they’re lying, or they don’t know where
to boost off to on the weekends! Get wasted
at a barrel or get some barrels. Get up early,
pick up your friends, grab a coffee and drive
out of town. There is a lot to offer in Hobart,
but the whole of Tassie has lots of hidden gems
that lie a road trip away. Follow the hand-drawn
map and compass of some of my favourite day
activities and night trips. Please note that the
map is not to scale and you may need to do
some siri-ous Google mapping.

The next weekend, meander up to Freycinet
where you can do numerous walks and if your
feeling adventurous I suppose you could swim
around. I highly recommend going in winter on
a crisp frosty day. Then make like Jack and jump
across to Evandale markets on a Sunday and
finish the trip with late lunch at Phoenix and the
Wolf in Perth (great café in an old church). Here I
suppose you can go to Launceston. If you really
want to. And you happen to have abseiling
equipment.

Starting close to home it is easy to whittle away
a day within riding or walking distance from
the CBD. There are many ultimate hide and
seek venues. Such as the TMAG or MONA.
Amuse yourself by trying to look as nonchalant
as possible whilst trying to hide behind a
screaming television. Other great things to do
include picking yourself up a bargain at the tip
shop in Glenorchy or South Hobart. Be wary of
the Medical Text books from there though.

Peace out, (sm)Ellen Dunbabin (Med III)

Heading down south can be a great way to
start the weekend’s intercourse. First stop:
Kettering. Here you can take the ferry to Bruny
Island! Neck birds and beers on the neck, enjoy
the pub, or catch some waves in Cloudy Bay.
Great spot to camp for the night and get out
of the hustle and bustle that Hobart tries to be.
Further down south, if the conditions are right,
Cockle Creek (LOL southern most part by road)
is a beautiful spot to observe the wonderful
Bioluminescence and the Southern Lights
(Aurora Australis). Get both, crank some beats
and it’s pretty much Mobius!
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So go be as free as an immigrant in any country
other than Australia!

MONA (MUSEUM OF OLD AND NEW ART)
655 MAIN ROAD, BERRIEDALE (20-25 min. drive
from city)
Since its unveiling in 2011, MONA has won
a whole art gallery of awards, and it is safe to
say that this museum has reinvigorated Hobart
as a tourist destination. It is Australia's largest
privately funded museum, and is financed by
David Walsh, a professional gambler defined by
his intelligence as much as his eccentricity - you
will hear his name around a fair bit.
MONA is said to be confronting, but it's
probably more accurate to say that it will
make you think. It certainly provides you with a
(creatively) different point of view about various
elements of society.
Having only visited once, I liked it and thought
that some of the exhibits were brilliant. I got the
feeling that a small portion of the gallery was
just pretentious waffle, but then other exhibits
made fun of how much pretentiousness there is
in art nowadays, so at least they are aware of it.
So, if you're looking for something weird but is
so cultural that its worth visiting at least once
(kinda like O-Bar), check out MONA.
P.s. MONA is free for UTAS students so bring
your UTAS ID!
Phillip Rothschild (Med III)

OTHER MONA EVENTS
MOFO: Summer festival with music and
arts. This year’s has already passed but
keep your eyes peeled if you’re around
Hobart in Mid Jan next year.
DARK MOFO: Winter festival showcasing
artists and musicians from all over the
world. The Winter Feast is also very
popular. Stay tuned on FB for dates and
other details.
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GET INVOLVED!
Publications

TUMSS Sports

TUMSS has a proud publications history that
is continued today by The Medic, the TUMSS
newspaper, and Centaur, the yearbook
produced at the end of each teaching year.
The Medic is an up-to-date publication that is
produced 4 or more times per year to inform
TUMSS members of important health related
news and to keep members afresh of the latest
from TUMSS. The Medic is your newspaper
and as such TUMSS welcomes all submissions
of good work for publication from students of
all year levels. Submissions can be factual news
articles, interesting stories/reports, creative
pieces, photography or printable artwork.
Submissions should be sent to Ynez HowlettJansen: publications@tumss.org.au

Whether you are a top athlete or an unskilled,
uncoordinated clumsy individual, med school
will slowly turn your toned summer body
into a chair loving, sleep deprived mass. The
reality will seep in that you can’t possibly know
enough and your team mates become coffee
and your laptop, leaving you with the ability to
name the innervation and vascular supply of
muscles you once had.
As sports representative, it is my job to enable
you to ‘forget’ to attend that afternoon lecture,
compete with your peers and mingle with/
dominate the other societies.
Join in the annual mixed futsal and netball
competitions, and help TUMSS win the Shield
Tournament. If someone asks you to be on
their team, say yes without hesitation.
Sport is there to break up the tedious days
and burn off the gunners’ competitive edge.
If there is a sport you love, or want to have
included in the calendar let me know. Most
importantly regular exercise helps your sleep,
concentration, and mental fitness to keep your
body and grades in top condition. You have
the time, so make it a priority to take a break
and join in.
Sacha Rose (Med V)
Sports Officer
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